SMART & FLEXIBLE

It gives flexibilty for municipalities to manage data, obtain useful informations and control luminaires
remotely. This means the operators can optimize their maintenace schedule to monitor street lights
individually or in groups by streets or blocks from a computer or smartphone. Additionally, city planners
are able to configure and schedule lights at a specific timeframe by dimming, on or off. It’s
easy to control and automate your lights from anywhere and anytime.
On another level, this smart system is open to integrate with value added functions, enriching and
preserving urban livability, thus strengthening the city infrastructures and metropolitian.
Smart Street Light are capable to solve city’s real challenges.
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Software Applications
These are the core of our
solutions, offering you
close to real time control
and detailed data about
your street lightning.

Services

Security

Lightning Assets
Our extensive range of
AdvanCTI products help
you connect your street
lightning assets in a way
that best fits your needs.

Data

Integration

Platform
Intuitive, personalized
and secure. Your tailored
AdvanCTI platform gives
you complete visibility
and control, with
customizable access
for thrid parties.

Assets

Services
From data input to asset
management. we can help
you manage the entire
lifecycle of your city
lightning portfolio.

SIMPLE & ROBUST

REMOTE ACCESS
Cloud based platform for real time
control of luminaires, real time
monitoring of load and lightning levels.
It has an easy-to-use web interface to
configure advanced features such as
scheduling.

4G Network
AdvanCTI GATEWAY
Monitors, control and manage
all connected Nema Controller Unit (NCU).
It also functions as the gateway for the
connected NCU to the IT world.

NEMA Controller Unit
- 2.4Ghz radio network with self organised meshing.
- Dimming interface DALI (1 - 10V ) and DALI 2.0,
supports various industry standard LED drivers.
- Can be operated by 12 - 24V DC.
- Real time profiles with time and weekday dependent
dim levels.
- Low power consumption in operation.

LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY
HAS EVOLVE

STREET SMART
LIGHTNING SOLUTION
“Public needs better light
management solutions to
tackle challenges faced by
local municipalities such as
road safety for pedestrians,
reduce accident rates
and eradicate danger.”

ENERGY EFFICIENT
“Municipalities and utility
providers are able to deliver
enormous economic benefits
by implementing energy
efficiency street lights.
Cost of electricity usage
can be effectively reduced
with enhanced functionalities
of luminaire.”

SMART CITY VISION
OUR NEXT FUTURE
A Smart City relies on smart technology and require transformation the way
municipalities manage its assets and resources. Smart street lights with
energy effiency can deliver enormous savings on total energy costs.
Effective city planning and management are taken into consideration in
many factors with the aim of creating sustainable city living while natural
resources can be potentially minimized. By incorporating smart light, it can
extend the lifespan of the city lightning and reduce light pollution by
controlling the intensity of light based on when and where it is needed.

AdvanCTi LED
Smart Lightning
Realize your smart
city vision

Street Light G4

VERSATILE FUNCTIONALITY

Manage

Monitor

Measure

The intuitive user interface allows you
to control and program lightning levels
for every individual street light, a street
or an entire district. Depending on the
specific need, you can boost light levels
to improve safety and visibility, or dim
them to save energy and pervent light
pollution.

You’ll be automatically informed if
an outage occurs, enabling you to
immediately initiate the work process.
The system offers configurable fault
types with different levels of severity,
so you will know exactly why the
luminaire has failed with comprehensive
information about the history of that
luminaire too.

Accurate metering of each individual
luminaire means you know how much
energy you are using and where.
This helps you to evaluate running
initiatives and plan for the future.

Dimming Profiles

Responsiveness

Calendars

You can specify an exact dimming
profile for a single luminaire or
a group, with an intuitive,
user-friendly interface.

You can adjust individual light levels
across different areas of your city as
and when it is needed. helping citizens
feel comfortable and safe.

AdvanCTi connect app has a set of
predefined dimming calendars, and an
integrated astroclock means the system
factors in sunrise and sunset times.

For example, you can ensure main
roads have more light during rush
hours than residential areas and
you can dim lightning in the business
district when the working day is over.

For example, if an incident happens in
the city, then light can be brigtened in
that area to facilitate a more effective
respone and improve camera images.

You can set up your own dimming
calendars too, to accomodate for
events and patterns relevant to
your city.

Accurate energy metering also means
that you can verify your energy bills.

Status Information

Efficiency

Workflow Management

The AdvanCTi app gives you
exact status information of
every individual luminaire,
in close to real time. Faults
and outages are automatically
recognized and a message is
sent immediately from the
luminaire to the system.

A city that never sleeps and you
can request an email to be sent
every morning from your
AdvanCTi system detailing all
new faults and issues, so this
work can be scheduled efficiently.

To improve your city lightning
management further, AdvanCTi
provides detailed insight about
your lightning infrastructure.
This will help you manage repairs
better and improve the efficiency
of all lightning related workflows.

Accuracy

Reporting

Future Readiness

AdvanCTi app gives you accurate
energy metering down to the
level of each luminaire so you
verify your energy consumption
for single streets, specific districts
predefined groups of luminaires
or the whole city.

AdvanCTi allows you to track your
city lighting energy consumption
over different locations and also
periods of time so you can see
exactly when and where energy
is being consumed. This knowledge
can also quantity the immediate
economic benefits to your city of
investing in LED technology and
improved operational practices.

AdvanCTi software is delivered over
the internet and is always up to date
so you’ll never be caught out with
technology phase-outs or switch-overs
And as an experienced and trusted
partner. We’ll gladly offer offer you
help and advice should you need it.

UNIQUE ADVANTAGES

Wireless Mesh Network
- Auto mesh networking between LCUs.
- Self-healing network communication with response <1 second.

Real Time Control, Metering and Alerts

Plug And Play GPS Mapping

- Real time control of each luminaire.

- Automatic geolocation of each light point.

- Dimming for exact consumption.

- Real time clock directly syncronized with GPS satellities.

- Real time measurements of consumption.

- Sunset and sunrise time is automatically calculated.

- Real time alerts on failure and abnormality.

- Autonomous weekly profile considering GPS coordinates
and astronomical clock

- Detailed working time counters.

